Stour Valley, hard by the River Stour which flows down to the sea at Christchurch, the Lower River Course offered Trevor Smith another challenge. The second 18 holes was to be built on a flood-plain!

Or rather, it has. When I visited Canford Magna last September, the River Course had been built, shaped and seeded.

“I wanted to get seed in quickly because parts of the course would, in all probability, flood if winter rains filled the river.

“Once the seed was down, I hoped it would root well enough to cope with this particular problem.”

Irrigation was the key to the operation. Working closely with Trevor Smith, on a daily basis at times, the ISS installation team took just four weeks to cover all 18 greens and tees.

“Four weeks? Perhaps it was a couple of days longer,” commented Gary Parker, with a wry smile.

“Given good ground conditions, I would normally expect to take six weeks for this type of installation – but Trevor was in a hurry!”

In the event, the recent winter – the second wettest recorded this century – did push the river over its banks, on four occasions.

But Trevor is philosophical. “The greens are fine and, in fact, about 70% of the newly seeded course had survived intact by early March.”

Yet the Parklands Course stood up to its first winter in fine style. Nine holes were in constant demand by visiting golfers whose own courses were waterlogged.

“These who wanted to play 18 holes were given the option of using the back nine – we advised them that some sections were less than perfect but overall, we detected a very favourable reaction,” said Canford’s director of golf, Keith Hockey.

“There were some iffy patches,” said Trevor, “but we officially opened the back nine a few weeks ago.”

Establishment of the Higher Course has been so successful in fact, that Keith Hockey had arranged a medal competition for April, 10 months after seeding. Talking enthusiastically about the Parklands Course, Trevor told me that the natural, gravel-based undersoil has proved to be a tremendous benefit in terms of drainage.

But it’s the greens that have captured Trevor’s imagination. “Constructed to full USGA specification, the putting surfaces have shrugged off the wet in brilliant fashion.

“Mind you, they required constant attention – and feeding – to get the best out of them,” he said.

Contrary to traditional methods and starvation regimes, Trevor reckons that the reverse is the case. “I’ve discarded lots of my old habits and thoughts regarding maintenance of the greens. There’s no other way!

“Sown with a 70% fescue and 30% bent mix, the greens really have come good – thanks to Rigby Taylor’s Brian Robinson. Brian’s experience has helped me tremendously.”
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LEADING SPECIALISTS IN TURF MAINTENANCE MACHINERY

MAIN DEALERS FOR

RANSOMES CUSHMAN RYAN Total Turf Care.

J. GIBBS LTD
BEDFONT, MIDDLESEX
TELEPHONE: 0181 890 5071
FAX: 0181 751 0108

— Finest quality Somerset sedge peat. Ideal for Rootzone or general horticultural use. Bulk or bagged supply.

— Composts. Various – for all golf course requirements, from seeds to trees.


For further information and samples, ring 01895 239697

Wednesday June 21, 1995 at MOTSPUR PARK

Following last year’s success, Southturf '95 is going to be even better — and BIGGA than ever! Just take a look at the companies who have booked so far:

Atterton & Ellis, Avoncrop Amenity Products, Barmset, Better Methods – Europe, Bowcom, City Irrigation, Golf and Turf Equipment, Grassliner Products, Grass Roots Trading Company, Leisure K, Hadlow College, Lubrication Engineers (South East), Meetens Industrial Engines, Miracle Amenity Care, Nascot, Oaklands College, Parker Hart, Plumpton College, Risboro’ Turf, Sparsholt College, Sovereign Turf, Standard Golf/Envirogreen, Turf Machinery, Turf Management Systems, British Seed Houses

Attractions include: free parking and entry, prize draw, demonstrations, new products, new companies, established companies, golf swing analyser, licensed bar and the chance to meet and talk to your professional colleagues. We look forward to seeing you there! RING FOR MORE DETAILS:

LOUISE LUNN ON 01347 835581 (OFFICE HOURS)
OR DAVID WOOD ON 01342 850875 (EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS)

SEN DMARSH TRACTORS
DISTRIBUTORS OF GROUND CARE AND MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

MAIN AGENTS FOR

MASSEY FERGUSON
HARDI
BLEC

A S MARSTON TRAILERS

GRADE ALL

Used equipment:

MASSEY FERGUSON 1030 £5,250
MASSEY FERGUSON 1035 £6,500
MASSEY FERGUSON 1010 £3,000
MASSEY FERGUSON 1230 £8,500
MASSEY FERGUSON 240 £3,950
BLEC one mtr Stoneburier, ex. demo £2,800
SMALL SOIL SCREEN P.T.O. driven £100
PATTISSON power driven scarifier 6’ £350

The Forge, Ockham Lane, Cobham, Surrey KT11 1LU
Tel: 01932 866626 Fax: 01932 863046
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CLEVELAND
Keith Lough has handed over the treasurer's job to Gary Munro and the following is an up to date list of officers for the Cleveland section: chairman: Bruce Burnell, secretary/treasurer: Gary Munro, regional chairman: Ian Holoran, golf organisers: Bob Lawton and Chris Fiddel, entertainment: Kevin Heslop. Other officers are Roger Shaw, Keith Lough, Philip Walshaw and Ian Pemberton.

During the March meeting, an NVQ discussion with officials from Houghall College took place. A full report will follow in next month's issue.

Gary Munro has two meetings arranged for this coming autumn and suggestions are welcome for February and March 1996.

The section has a request for an autumn tournament and venue and full details will appear in the July edition of the magazine.

A friendly match versus Eaglescliffe Greens Committee, eight people per team, is being planned for late July. All people interested, please contact Bob Lawton on 01740 650466.

We extend a warm welcome to the following new members which mean, for the first time, we have over 100 members in the section. New faces are: Anthony Cheeseborough, Wearside Golf Club; Stuart Cook, Saltburn Golf Club; Robert Eversham, Hallgarth Hotel Golf Club and from Ramside Hall Golf Club, Jack Gash, Jason Stafford, Stephen Gott and David Robinson.

BRUCE BURNELL

SCOTTISH EAST
It's been a busy start to the season for me both on and off the course. I hope everyone received a form for the spring outing at the Glen Golf Club. If not, please do not hesitate to phone and let me know and I guarantee any problems will be sorted out. Membership of the section is now at an all-time high. Let's hope this trend continues. Sorry to hear Willie Blair, our past secretary, has not been too well recently. Hope you're well on your way to recovery. In March we held a quiz night at the Black Bull in Dalkeith, which was won by Mike Williamson and his Torwoodlee terrors. A fine night was enjoyed by everyone. Well done to all the East Section members who have just completed the HNC course at Oakridge College – no easy feat, lads!

The committee at present are setting up a library for members. Watch this space for further details.

Congratulations to Stuart and Caroline Crawford from North Berwick West Golf Club and also Ronnie and Michelle Frame on the arrival of baby girls respectively. All the best from everyone in the East Section.

Date for your diary - a barbecue has been arranged at the Kilspindie House Hotel on Saturday, 10 June. Bring all the family.

And finally, thanks to Jimmy Neilson, Willie Blair, Andy Forrest and Elliott Small for helping me get on my feet as I take over as Section Secretary. Any news to 01721 722832.

ANDY FORREST
and ROBERT HOGARTH

EVENTS DIARY
June 21: South Turf, Motspar Park, South West London
July 20-23: The Open Championship, St Andrews
July 31-August 2: National Tournament, St Annes Old Links Golf Club, Lytham
September 13-14: Hayter Challenge Tournament Final, West Lancashire Golf Club, Blundellsands

Driving Force Leisure (Europe) Ltd
Seeds, Chemicals, Fertilisers, Golf and General Sports Equipment Suppliers Rhône Poulenc Authorised Distributors

An outstanding range of stocked products available at next day delivery throughout the South. Please telephone for your free price guide and product catalogues.

Please contact Head Office, telephone 01508 528828 or any member of the team:

Ken Polley 0374 209572
Gary Smith 0374 209573
Mike Ring 0374 209574
Derek Stead 0374 209575
David Murphy 0836 281374

Registered office: Badcock House, Unit K, Loddon Ind Est, Loddon, Norwich, Norfolk NR14 6JD
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This space could be working for you from only £75 per month.

Call Carol or Louise on 01347 838581
SCOTTISH NORTH

The North Section welcomes two more new members and two old members who have rejoined. The newcomers are Paul Teviotdale, apprentice at Arbroath and Alexander Campbell, a student at Elmwood College, who hails from Montrose. We welcome back Iain Gunn, now Head Greenkeeper at Strathpeffer and Mike Wilson who is in charge at Fraserburgh.

Whilst on the subject of membership, it was an oversight and by the time you are reading this column, it has been rectified. We will never move forward if we lose more members than we gain each year, so have a word if you know someone who has not renewed and try to get them back in the fold.

The Scottish Conference in Glasgow was a great success as usual. Unfortunately with the distance involved, there were not many members from the North down. Nevertheless the hall was full and those that did travel found it very worthwhile.

I attended the Section Secretaries’ annual gathering and found it very productive and informative. North members can look forward to more professional presentations at the outings, after all the tips picked up during the Presentation Skills seminar on Monday.

There has been a change of venue for next month’s Scottish greenkeeping championships. Instead of being held at the Carnegie Club, Skibo, the championship has been moved five miles further North to Royal Dornoch. Unfortunately, Skibo felt unable to cater for the expected numbers, but will welcome any members in the area for the competition.

I would like to thank John Miller, the caterers, and the Tytherington Club, for allowing us to use their excellent facilities. Thanks also to Sisso, Rigby Taylor, British Seed Houses and Acorn Supplies for supporting us with advertising and also the patrons of the Northern Region who attended the Seminar.

When you are free to practice, give a knock on the door to make sure of your membership status at the start of the new season.

NORTH-WEST

This year North West seminar was attended by 104 greenkeepers, golf club officials and members of the trade. The venue for the event was the magnificent club house at the Tytherington Club, which is the headquarters of the Women’s European Tour.

The seminar kicked off with Ken Richardson, BIGGA Education Officer, speaking about the opportunities at colleges for greenkeeper training and also the plans for local training initiatives, by setting up one day training courses at locations around the country.

The main speaker of the day was Jon Allbutt with his theme on ‘Health and Safety on Golf Courses’. This is a subject that involves everybody employed on golf courses, from the greens staff to the catering staff. Jon gently led us into the talk with the legislation, which can be mind-boggling, but with his ‘overview and update’, he managed to simplify things a little.

The afternoon session was ‘Health and Safety Policies and Risk Assessment’. The message from this was to bring in the expert, and there was none better than Jon. Have your course assessed and work within the rules of Health and Safety. Many thanks to Ken Richardson and Jon Allbutt for a most interesting and informative day.

I would like to thank John Millen, the caterers, and the Tytherington Club, for allowing us to use their excellent facilities. Thanks also to Sisso, Rigby Taylor, British Seed Houses and Acorn Supplies for supporting us with advertising and also the patrons of the Northern Region who attended the Seminar.

In the Section events on your fixture list, at the bottom of the page, it reads 4BBB. I have had many enquiries about its meaning. It simply means Four Ball Better Ball and if anybody is interested in entering, get yourself a partner and ring Paul Pearse on 01625 859258 and he will arrange the knockout.

Any problems or queries please ring me on 0151 724 5412.

BERT CROSS

SOUTH WEST

After our members’ approval at the last AGM, the Section trophy cabinet, formerly held at Tracy Park Golf Club, was taken to Headquarters for their use on a relevant basis.

This was moved up when I attended this year’s Annual Section Secretaries and Regional Administrators’ meeting, which proved very informative. Not only was there a very useful half day course on presentation and public speaking, but also a talk from Fenchurch regarding the insurance entitlements available to members as part of their membership package. Hambro Legal Protection also spoke on our legal advice opportunities. These subjects could well be the possibility of a forthcoming Winter lecture as I am sure the majority of Section members are unaware of their full entitlement.

The Section matches against the Secretaries on 27 June, South Coast on 21 September and South Wales on 4 October all need teams. If you would like to be considered for selection please return the form in the last circular letter and your name will be passed to Team Captain, Dave Neale.

The usual reminder goes out again for the enrolment in training courses, First Aid and in particular, PA1 and PA2. A few people have in the past expressed an interest in PA1 and PA2 but numbers have to be greater to warrant a course. If interested, please give me a ring on 0117 9793127 and specify whether the PA2 instruction day needs to be practiced on a tractor or Cushman mounted sprayer, as this is important at the time of examination.

Congratulations to Jon Scoones of Woodspring Golf Club who takes up a position as First Assistant at Studley Wood Golf Club in Oxfordshire. We wish him every success at his new club.

The summer tournament takes place this year at Long Ashton Golf Club, Bristol on 26 July.

I look forward to seeing you there in large numbers.

KEVIN GREEN

SURREY

The Greenkeepers Annual Gentleman’s Dinner at Walton Heath Golf Club was, as usual, a huge success, not only were we blessed with brilliant sunshine but also a superb golf course – condition-wise – to match. It would have seemed to any visitor to the course that Walton Heath hadn’t had a poor winter. The course was as dry as a bone and the greens putted true. Congratulations therefore must go to Clive Osgood and his staff, who were amongst the winners. Thanks also, to members of the trade for their support, and the South East Regional Committee for organising the event. Finally, thanks to Walton Heath Golf Club for hosting the event.


Forthcoming events: Southturf Exhibition, Motspur Park – 21 June; The McMillan Tankard – Sunningdale Golf Club – 3 August – (Maximum 40 spots); The Parker Salver – Tyrells Wood Golf Club Invitation – (Club Secretary, Greens Chairman etc) – 25 pairs only.

I would appreciate any items of news that may be of interest to members of our Section. Please contact me on 01737 832015.

DAVID GIBBS

OUR MEMBERS, PLEASE PASS THIS ON TO MYSELF AT 0141 942 5554.

JAMES S TAYLOR

our members, please pass this on to myself at 0141 942 5554.

JAMES S TAYLOR

Around the Green

WE bie Comined 2000

WEST OF SCOTLAND

Well, the season has started and everybody will be busy cutting and preparing their courses.

On 5 March at Brox, a football match was arranged between the North and South of the River Clyde. A poor turnout on the day (only 16), was probably due to the snow elsewhere, but it did not hinder the enthusiasm. The eventual winners were the North, for a change, with a score of 11-7.

The best of the 16 then went on to represent the Section against Central. A good game was had by all, with a scoreline of 4BBB. I have in the past expressed an interest in PA1 and PA2, but numbers have to be greater to warrant a course. If interested, please give me a ring on 0117 9793127 and specify whether the PA2 instruction day needs to be practiced on a tractor or Cushman mounted sprayer, as this is important at the time of examination.

Congratulations to Jon Scoones of Woodspring Golf Club who takes up a position as First Assistant at Studley Wood Golf Club in Oxfordshire. We wish him every success at his new club.

The summer tournament takes place this year at Long Ashton Golf Club, Bristol on 26 July.

I look forward to seeing you there in large numbers.

KEVIN GREEN

SURREY

The Greenkeepers Annual Gentleman’s Dinner at Walton Heath Golf Club was, as usual, a huge success, not only were we blessed with brilliant sunshine but also a superb golf course – condition-wise – to match. It would have seemed to any visitor to the course that Walton Heath hadn’t had a poor winter. The course was as dry as a bone and the greens putted true. Congratulations therefore must go to Clive Osgood and his staff, who were amongst the winners. Thanks also, to members of the trade for their support, and the South East Regional Committee for organising the event. Finally, thanks to Walton Heath Golf Club for hosting the event.


Forthcoming events: Southturf Exhibition, Motspur Park – 21 June; The McMillan Tankard – Sunningdale Golf Club – 3 August – (Maximum 40 spots); The Parker Salver – Tyrells Wood Golf Club Invitation – (Club Secretary, Greens Chairman etc) – 25 pairs only.

I would appreciate any items of news that may be of interest to members of our Section. Please contact me on 01737 832015.

DAVID GIBBS
Around the Green

that night. After some discussion, I was informed that I could arrive in York at 3.45pm, if I travelled via London.

The arrangements were set. I had to catch the 8.40am train from Exeter on Sunday morning, which meant I had to leave home at around 7am. On drawing back the curtains that morning I saw to my horror an unknown car blocking my garage entrance. After trying the doors and with time ticking by, I phoned the police, hoping they could unlock the car so I could push it back a few yards. Within ten minutes a WPC arrived and because it was locked, she couldn't open it without the owner being present. She then proceeded to wake the neighbourhood. After nearly an hour, she found the owner.

With the time at 7.50am, I realised I would miss the train at Exeter, so I decided to cut across to Tiverton, but I had to be quick. On arrival at Tiverton at 9am, I was informed that I had missed the train by four minutes and the next train wasn't until 11.58am, but if I went down to Exeter, I may be able to catch the 9.32am Waterloo train. On arrival at Exeter, I saw the back end of the train dis-appearing out of the station.

With the next train leaving some two hours later, I had to decide whether to continue the journey or not, as I would miss most of Sun-day's meeting. With all the problems I had encountered, I decided to continue and arrived at Aldwark around 7pm to catch the last half hour of Sunday's meeting, but in time for dinner and a few beers.

Monday morning arrived very quickly. It seemed like only four hours' sleep, but after breakfast it was down to work with Brin Bendon, our course tutor on presentation skills. This turned out to be an excellent workshop which took us up to lunch. After lunch, we had a nose around the offices before return-ing to the hotel for the open forum, which concluded the meeting. Unfortunately, I had to leave before the end to catch my last direct train home, leaving York at 4pm. I arrived home at 10.30pm, tired but satisfied. The two days were worth it.

My thanks to Hambro Legal Protection and Brin Bendon for their excellent presentations and to all the BIGGA staff and hotel staff for making me so welcome.

RICHARD WHYMAN

BERKS, BUCKS AND OXON

I hope by now all Section members have received the fixture cards with all Section and National events. If there is any member still without a card, please contact me and I will post one off to you.

Because of the publishing deadline, there are no results of the Hayter Tournament at Beaconsfield or the five-a-side football com-petition. These will be posted in next month's article.

At the last committee meeting the idea of organising a package deal for the BTME Show next January was discussed. I have been mak-ing enquiries with local companies to get an idea of prices. The package would include travel and accommodation for three days and two nights around the Harrogate area. The cost is looking like £100 per head, all inclusively. I hope to have more details sooner rather than later, but because of the Show's success, if we leave it too long to book, trying to find accommodation will be very difficult. The sooner we get definite numbers the sooner we can make a booking. A deposit will be required to confirm your place. It's a long way to drive, so don't leave it late to book your place.

Our very own Secretary, Ray Clarke, is on the move this month. He has been appointed to run a golf course at a course under con-struction near Marlow. Good luck to Ray from the Section.

Golfing venues to look forward to this year are Blue Mountain, Hadden Hill and Frilford Heath.

Any news or views, please contact me on 01491 578147.

LINDSAY T. ANDERSON

KENT

I suppose that after three months it was time for the Kent Committee to get together and have a meeting. This duly took place on 28 March in the Rifleman Pub, Sevenoaks.

The main outcome for me was that it has given me something of interest to write about. The first item on the agenda was Greenkeeper education and specifically what courses were being offered by the GTC to run during 1996. This is always a subject guaranteed to cause a debate and so feedback from you - with suggestions for course content - would be most helpful.

The next subject for discussion was the golf days organised by this Section. Two more dates have now been confirmed. Firstly, at Herne Bay on 19 June in the afternoon. This date coincides with Herne Bay's Centenary and will be an evening event. I have included an evening buffet. The second date is our autumn meeting on 27 September at Birchwood Park, and I would like to thank in advance, all those involved in the organisation of these dates. Whilst on the subject of venues, the Kent Sec-tion is organising a fixture list for 1996 which will be sponsored by Sta-Brite Supplies Ltd. Our thanks go to Chris Sharpe for this, but it will be of no use unless we have some venues booked on it, so we need as many varied venues as possible please.

Getting back to this year's golf days, it was decided to run an Eclectic Competition across the first three competitions of this year (Littlestone, Herne Bay and Birchwood Park). All cards will be collected at the end of each day and scores allocated accordingly. This will also enable us to run a proper handicap system and handicaps will be allocated on the basis of your last card unless you have a bona-fida club handicap, which you can pre-sent on the day of the competition. I don't think that this system will effect the lower handicaps too much but should even some of the more outlandish examples of banditry. The Eclectic Competition will be split into two categories (0-15 and 16-28) and we are looking for a sponsor. If you are willing to put up a prize etc, please contact me on 0181 464 8829 (Shortlands Golf Club).

Finally, Steve Johnstone of Gillingham Golf
Turf-Care Supplies:
- Fertilisers
- Soil Conditioners
- Wetting Agents
- Pesticides
- Grass Seeds
- Turf
- Line Marking Materials
- Sports Equipment
- Top Dressings
- Soils & Sands
- Composts
- Bark
- Tools

Engineering Services:
- New Machinery
- Reconditioned Machinery
- Service
- Repairs
- Overhauls
- Spare Parts
- On Site Servicing and Repairs

Hire and Contract Services:
- Specialist plant hire
- Verti-draining
- Aerating
- Top Dressing
- Over-Seeding
- Hydro-Seeding
- Grass Cutting
- Spraying

For all your Turf-Care needs
PARKER HART

T. Parker & Sons (Turf Management) Limited,
Tournament will be held

Sheffield
On 6 April we held our final winter lecture, given by Mr Will Adams of ADAS, who works on construction of golf courses. He gave a very interesting talk on the elements of a good course, the condition and presentation, the beauty and attractiveness and the qualities of the course. In particular, it was interesting to learn the construction of golf greens.

On 12 April, we held our first golf tournament at Phoenix Golf Club, which was in excellent condition. Thanks to Keith and his staff. The winner of the President’s prize was Paul Unwin, of Hallamshire Golf Club.

The following qualified for the Regional Final of the Hayter Tournament, to be played at Middlesbrough Golf Club on 4 July: Division 1, 0-9: Derek McLanett (Sherwood Forest), 72-0-72; Stephen Currie (Hickleton), 82-9-73; David Chapple (Thrybergh), 82-9-73; Division 2, 10-18: Colin Hopper (Town Moor), 86-13-73; Neil Maltby (Wheatley), 88-15-73; Antony Whittington (Workshop), 92-18-74; Division 3, 19-23: Paul Unwin (Hallamshire), 81-27-71; Barry Lax (Workshop), 98-23-75; Division 4, 24-29: Jason Hall (Bondhay), 98-22-76.

Many thanks to our trade members who donated prizes - President, K Arnold, Les Purdy, Rhône-Poulenc, P Fell – Aitkens, Steve Burroughs – Amenity Turf Supplies, A Dyson – Gem Bears – Trident.

Our next golf tournament will be held at Cavendish Golf Club on 3 July at 10.30am.

Ron Ullathorne

What

The number and range of greenkeeper training courses continue to expand as the demand for high quality training increases. This variety of provision can lead to confusion as to who does what, where and how.

BIGGA education officer Ken Richardson, pictured, lists training providers and outlines the courses and schemes available for greenkeeper training.

Training Policy
Training policy for all greenkeepers is set by the Greenkeepers Training Committee (GTC). The Committee comprises representatives from the British and International Golf Greenkeepers Association (BIGGA), the English Golf Union (EGU), the Royal and Ancient Golf Club of St Andrews (R&A), the Scottish Golf Union (SGU) and the Welsh Golfing Union (WGU) and thus has connections with all aspects of golf in the United Kingdom and Ireland.

The GTC headquarters at Aldwark Manor is staffed by two officers – David Middling, the Education Director and Sue Gudgeon, the Administrative Officer. The GTC is, currently, mainly involved in the introduction of National/Scottish Vocational Qualifications. This work includes membership of the Industry Lead Body for Amenity Horticulture, liaison with the National Council for Vocational Qualifications and the Scottish Council for Vocational Qualifications. This work includes membership of the Industry Lead Body for Amenity Horticulture, liaison with the National Council for Vocational Qualifications and the Scottish Council for Vocational Qualifications. This work includes membership of the Industry Lead Body for Amenity Horticulture, liaison with the National Council for Vocational Qualifications and the Scottish Council for Vocational Qualifications. This work includes membership of the Industry Lead Body for Amenity Horticulture, liaison with the National Council for Vocational Qualifications and the Scottish Council for Vocational Qualifications. This work includes membership of the Industry Lead Body for Amenity Horticulture, liaison with the National Council for Vocational Qualifications and the Scottish Council for Vocational Qualifications. This work includes membership of the Industry Lead Body for Amenity Horticulture, liaison with the National Council for Vocational Qualifications and the Scottish Council for Vocational Qualifications. This work includes membership of the Industry Lead Body for Amenity Horticulture, liaison with the National Council for Vocational Qualifications and the Scottish Council for Vocational Qualifications. This work includes membership of the Industry Lead Body for Amenity Horticulture, liaison with the National Council for Vocational Qualifications and the Scottish Council for Vocational Qualifications. This work includes membership of the Industry Lead Body for Amenity Horticulture, liaison with the National Council for Vocational Qualifications and the Scottish Council for Vocational Qualifications.
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BRITISH AND INTERNATIONAL GOLF GREENKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
BIGGA has some 7,000 members in 31 different countries. It has strong links with the Golf Course Superintendents’ Association of America, European and worldwide greenkeepers’ associations. BIGGA is a major provider of greenkeeper education, attempting to identify areas of training not provided for elsewhere, providing easy access to training and encouraging greenkeepers to enter, participate and continue with their education and training at all stages of their career. The range, variety and location of BIGGA training courses continues to expand and current training and education schemes are outlined below.

SUPERVISORY AND MANAGEMENT TRAINING
The autumn 1994 series of Supervisory and Management courses were designed, for the first time, to meet the underpinning knowledge requirements of the N/SVQ level 3 supervisory units. The course was split into four modules which covered Managing People, Managing Operations and Resources and Managing Information. From the feedback received from delegates, the courses were a great success and autumn 1995 will see similar courses being presented at Aldwark Manor with the addition of a fifth module which will meet the requirements of selected level 4 Management units. During the autumn and winter of 1995/1996, BIGGA also will be offering Supervisory and Management training in the regions. These two day, residential courses will reinforce and revise management topics covered during Aldwark Manor or other management courses, and provide an extra opportunity for all greenkeepers to acquire important management skills. Full details of these courses will be published in future editions of Greenkeeper International.

HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK
The requirements of the Health and Safety at Work Act should be of concern to all greenkeepers. Changes to legislation, introduction of new rules and the threat of prosecution, if problems do occur, mean that greenkeepers must be kept informed. BIGGA is arranging a series of Health and Safety workshops which will take place during autumn/winter 1995/1996. The workshops will be based on golf courses in each region and will enable delegates to conduct written assessments, draw up plans and identify areas of concern. Again, full details of these courses will be published in future editions of Greenkeeper International.

PESTICIDE TRAINING
Escalating costs have caused the Aldwark Manor based pesticide training courses to be replaced by regional based non-residential pesticide courses. Each course will last for five days and will include training and examinations for PA1, PA2A and PA6 certificates. Courses will be presented on golf courses. Look out for details they are become known in Greenkeeper International.

COMMUNICATION COURSES
Good communication skills, both written and oral, are becoming more important as more greenkeepers are expected to be able to make presentations to committees and groups of golf club members. BIGGA, in cooperation with the GTC, will be offering a series of communication courses, in BIGGA regions, during autumn/winter 1995/1996.

NATIONAL EDUCATION CONFERENCE AND BTME SEMINAR PROGRAMME
Major events in the BIGGA calendar are the National Education Conference and BTME Seminar Programme. Planning is underway for January 1996 and we hope to have an extra of an international flavour for next year's conference. Training workshops will also return during BTME week. The National Education Conference and BTME Seminar Programme give greenkeepers and golf course committee members the chance to learn from experts how golf and greenkeeping is changing and allows a free exchange of ideas from delegate to delegate.

REGION AND SECTION CONFERENCES SEMINARS AND MEETINGS
BIGGA is organised on a regional basis. The five regions are Scotland, Northern England, the Midlands, the South East and the South West and South Wales. Each region is subdivided into sections. Conferences, seminars and meetings held in each section and region during the autumn and winter months are designed to add to the training and education opportunities offered nationally to try and ensure that the maximum number of greenkeepers have access to education and training.

MASTER GREENKEEPER CERTIFICATE
The award of the Master Greenkeeper Certificate indicates that the recipient has reached the highest standards of excellence within the greenkeeping profession. The scheme, which has recently been endorsed by the Greenkeepers Training Committee, is designed to recognise through a combination of experience and training, greenkeeping ability and a formal examination, those who are Masters of greenkeeping. The scheme has been running for seven years and it is indicative of the high standards necessary that only nine greenkeepers have been awarded Master Greenkeeper status. The scheme is currently being revised but no major changes are envisaged. Full details can be obtained from Headquarters.
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TORO/PGA EUROPEAN TOUR STUDENT OF THE YEAR
The Toro/PGA European Tour award not only offers students the chance to widen their experience, but also offers them the chance to win the Toro scholarship. This includes a six week turf management study course at the University of Massachusetts, visits to Toro factories and a visit to the GCSAA show. The runners-up join the PGA European Tour team during a major tour event and are also invited to attend the PGA European Tour Greenkeeper conference.

TRAINING RESOURCES
BIGGA is a major provider of greenkeeper education aids and resources. These include video films, colour slides, booklets, magazine articles, audio cassettes and textbooks. A library has recently been established and plans are being formulated to allow all BIGGA members to have access. The latest BIGGA video which will cover course preparation as defined in the GTC Training Manual level two units is due to be completed about now and further videos are being considered. A booklet covering the ecological management of golf courses will be completed soon and an on-course grass identification guide is currently being written. Audio cassettes of both the National Education Conference and BTME Seminar Programmes are still available from Headquarters.

CAREERS ADVICE
BIGGA provides greenkeeping careers advice to individuals, careers teachers, careers officers and training and enterprise councils. Copies of the joint BIGGA/GTC career video “Keeper of the Green” are available, on loan, from the GTC.

EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT FUND
The BIGGA Education and Development Fund exists to promote and finance education programmes and training aids. Financial contributions from companies, groups and individuals help to provide funding for BIGGA Education and Training initiatives.

As can be seen from the above, BIGGA not only influences the training policy of greenkeepers but also provides training and education opportunities. Through its membership of the GTC, BIGGA has the opportunity to market its education and training courses to employers, thus allowing them to invest in their staff, which in turn must produce better golf courses throughout the UK and Ireland.

GREENKEEPER TRAINING COURSES
The GTC grants “approved status” to 24 colleges that offer greenkeeper training courses. Some colleges are approved to offer Craft level courses (N/SVQ level 2), some are approved for training up to Supervisor level (N/SVQ level 3) and others are approved as regional training centres, offering courses up to Management level (N/SVQ level 4). The list of approved colleges appears twice per year in this magazine and copies of the list can be obtained from BIGGA Headquarters or from the GTC at Aldwark Manor. There is a wide range of courses on offer from short courses, lasting one day, or a number of days, to full-time courses lasting up to three and even four years. A list of courses offered, but not necessarily at all colleges, is given below.

PART-TIME COURSES
N/SVQ
- Level II (Craft)
  - Day release and Block release
- Level III (Supervisory)
- Level IV (Management)
National Certificate in Greenkeeping and Turf Management
NB: Day release is one day per week throughout the academic year; Block release is a full-time attendance for part of an academic year.

N/SVQs
N/SVQs were introduced following a review of vocational qualifications in Britain, showing that very few workers had any work related qualifications. Therefore, in order to improve the quality of British goods and the professionalism of British workers, the government set up the National Council for Vocational Qualifications (NCVQ). One of the tasks of NCVQ was to set up Industry Lead Bodies (ILB) which, for greenkeeping, is the Amenity Horticulture Industry Lead Body (AHILB). The AHILB also includes groundsmen, landscape, arboriculture and horticulture. The N/SVQs introduced, initially by the AHILB covered general amenity horticulture and were not felt to be suitable for greenkeeper training. Consequently, the GTC formed a panel comprising college lecturers and greenkeepers to assess the vocational training needs of greenkeepers. This review led to the introduction of the GTC Training Manual, which details greenkeeper vocational training requirements at Levels II, III and IV. Most approved colleges teach to the Training Manual standard and successful students gain both N/SVQ and GTC qualifications. A full review of N/SVQs is currently being conducted and it is hoped that greenkeeping N/SVQs will match the requirements of the GTC Training Manual.

INDUSTRY COMPETENT ASSESSORS
The main change introduced by N/SVQ qualifications was to assess a candidate's ability to "do the job". Therefore, for the qualification to be valid, candidates must be assessed at the workplace, ie on the golf course and that assessment must be carried out by industry competent assessors (greenkeepers). More than 100 greenkeepers are currently being trained to D32 Assessor standard and some are also being trained to be D36 Assessors. The D32 and D36 refer to units of the Training Development Lead Body qualification which recognises competence in the two areas.

FULL-TIME COURSES
Full-time courses, ie those studied full-time for one, two and three and sometimes four academic years include:
- National Certificate in Greenkeeping and Turf Management
- National Diploma in Turf Science and Sports-ground Management
- Higher National Certificate and Diploma in Golf Course Management
Students are now able to progress to degree level courses.

SHORT COURSES
Short courses offered at colleges include: Health and Safety Legislation, Pesticide Spraying, Chain Saw Courses, First Aid, Off-Road Driving, Safe Lifting, Machinery Maintenance and Repair, Tractor Operations, All Terrain Vehicle Driving.

INDUSTRY LIAISON COMMITTEES
Most colleges or groups of colleges that offer greenkeeping courses have an industry liaison committee. These committees are comprised of greenkeepers and lecturers. The committee's purpose is to ensure that greenkeeper training is meeting the needs of the greenkeeping industry by monitoring standards, considering changes and providing feedback to the colleges on the standard of student output.

OTHER TRAINING PROVIDERS
Many other associations, bodies, institutes, unions and groups provide training for greenkeepers. For example, the Sports Turf Research Institute at Bingley provide courses in greenkeeping and courses for Club Secretaries and Chairmen of Greens Committees. Golf unions conduct regular seminars for their members, which are open to greenkeepers. The Institute of Groundsmanship (IOG) have a programme of seminars and lectures.

The National Turfgrass Council, of which BIGGA is a member, hold seminars and various companies and dealers also offer courses and seminars. In this article, I have tried to show the wide range of greenkeeper education and training. BIGGA, through its membership of the GTC and the NTC, has a major impact on training policy. Additionally, by providing training courses, training aids and resources and by providing links with other training bodies, BIGGA is a major provider of greenkeeper education and training.

Elmwood is host to the BIGGA contingent that will be looking after the course during the Open Golf Championship - 1995 at St. Andrews, The Home of Golf!
A few single bedrooms are still available. Half Board with transport provided. Good company assured.
For details contact Miss M. Paisley, Domestic Bursar, on (01334) 652781, ext. 277.
Landscaping exhibition turns spotlight on the environment

For the first time in its seven year history, the Landscape Industries exhibition will adopt a theme to underline its commitment to the future. "Landscaping - an environmental legacy" will spearhead a push towards conservation and enhancement of landscape resources, for the benefit of both current and future generations.

Organisers feel the show now has an important role to play in tackling the landscape issues which affect the quality of the environment.

There are a number of exciting developments underway for the 1995 event. Support from all sectors of the industry is not only steady, but growing with new faces from organisations such as the Forestry Authority, the British Urban Regeneration Association and the London Ecology Unit.

Visitors will be able to make the most of their visit thanks to an improved layout which draws the outdoor stands and demonstrations closer to the indoor features and trade exhibits.

Concern in some sectors of an apparent disregard for maintaining green areas in urban developments, provides a focus on the role of landscapes in the urban environment. A daily programme of discussion lectures will take at look at the issues involved, with speakers from the London Ecology Unit and the Landscape Institute.

Trees and hedgerows have an important role to play in creating a natural environment in the urban situation and a new tree workshop will explore ideas in the establishment and maintenance of various tree species.

There's also a recycling focus, as a visit to Hunter's stand at Landscape Industries will prove. Mowers sharpened properly with a relief angle cut better, stay sharper longer, use less fuel and the blades last longer. That's Hunter's argument and they claim to lead the field in accurate grinding and sharpening mowers, as a visit to Hunter's stand at Landscape Industries will prove. Mowers sharpened properly with a relief angle cut better, stay sharper longer, use less fuel and the blades last longer. That's Hunter's argument and they claim to lead the field in accurate relief angle grinding. Both their Jupiter and Juno machines will grind both the cylinder and the bedknife, quickly and very accurately. Both are also water cooled, keeping heat and dust down. Hunter's well-engineered products are forming a formidable reputation at golf clubs, local authorities and mower repair workshops throughout the country.

Jacobsen

The Jacobsen range of grass-cutting turf maintenance machinery will be represented at this year's Landscape Industries exhibition by Abbey Mowers. Abbey Mowers, Jacobsen's dealer for the West Midlands, Warwickshire and Northamptonshire, will be exhibiting a wide range of machinery for the professional landscaper, contractor, greenkeeper and groundsman.

On show will be the new LF128, a high performance 5 unit ride-on fairway mower, powered by a 28hp Kubota diesel engine. Jacobsen promises excellent fuel economy, low exhaust emissions and low noise levels. Meeting all CARB regulations, the LF128 will offer a cutting width of 100" and has one of the lightest footprints in the industry.

Also on show will be the new SV Workhorse. The SV is available with either a 23hp diesel engine or a 34hp petrol engine and will provide a 1270Kg total rated capacity, giving a payload of 1000Kg. It has excellent 4-wheel stability with steering manoeuvrability equal to a 3-wheel vehicle, giving a turning circle of 32".

A&F Warehouse

A&F are a rapidly growing established supplier of all ground maintenance and aboricultural equipment. Everything from nuts and bolts to sophisticated soil aerators and a whole lot more.

The A&F staff have gathered a wealth of experience over their years in the business and are able to supply you with a wide range of top quality products.

Telephone/Fax your order: 01428 661767

See us on stand P17 at BalI
Double action Vitesse is a brand new and powerful concept in the fight against turf disease.

It has a unique combination of two active ingredients - carbendazim, a proven and effective systemic fungicide and iprodione, a contact fungicide which gets to work from the moment you spray.

It is instantly effective against Fusarium patch, Red thread, Anthracnose, Pink patch and Timothy leaf spot.

Which makes new Vitesse the faster way to fight turf disease in the growing season.